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ABSTRACT 
 

Fault tree/event tree modeling approach is widely used in modeling and behavior 
simulation of nuclear structures, systems and components (NSSCs), during different condition 
of operation. Evaluation of NSSCs reliability, availability, risk or safety, during operation, by 
using probabilistic techniques, is also largely used. Development of computer capabilities 
offered new possibilities for large NSSCs models designing, processing and using. 

There are situations where large, complex and correct NSSC models are desired to be 
associated with rapid results/solutions/decisions or with multiple processing in order to obtain 
specific results. 

Large fault/event trees are hardly to be developed, reviewed and processed. During 
operation of NSSCs, the time, especially, is an important factor in taking decision. 
 The paper presents a probabilistic method that permits evaluation/modeling of NSSCs 
and intents to solve the above problems by adopting appropriate techniques. The method is 
stated for special applications and is based on specific PSA analysis steps, information, 
algorithms, criteria and relations, in correspondence with the fault tree/event tree modeling 
and similar techniques, in order to obtain appropriate results for NSSC model analysis.  
Special classification of NSSCs is stated in order to reflect aspects of use of the method. Also 
the common reliability databases are part of information necessary to complete the analysis 
process. Special data and information bases contribute to state the proposed 
method/techniques.  

The paper also presents the specific steps of the method, its applicability, the main 
advantages and problems to be furthermore studied.  

The method permits optimization/reducing of resources used to perform the PSA 
activities. 

 
1 INTRODUCTION 

 
The evaluation of operational reliability/safety/risk (RSR) of complex nuclear objectives 

is time and resource consuming and many times this activity is critical. Also sometimes only 
the knowledge of the variation of RSR of a complex system is necessary. Risk monitoring is 
also an important tool in order to determine the impact of different failures/outages/changes of 
the nuclear structures, systems or components (NSSC).  
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The evaluation of RSR of complex systems is commonly done by using the event 
tree/fault tree methodology. The method is good enough if the system modeling was correctly 
performed and if the reliability data is appropriate. Computer codes to process the system 
models are necessary. 

The evaluations described in this paper are not designated to replace the 
detailed PSA analysesMETHOD OF ANALYSIS 

 
For some specialists like designers, inspectors, safety analysts, constructors, 

commissioning/operation personnel, research or maintenance/testing specialists different 
aspects or results of the PSA model and analysis are important. So there are cases where it is 
not important to know/do all the system analysis steps. In some cases the significant and brief  
information are necessary, in order to decide about the system or about the analysis. Two 
specific situations can be met: 

- when a PSA study is not yet done; 
- when a PSA study is already done or under development. 
Looking to fault trees, the standard evaluation, necessary for comparison with the actual 

evaluation method, is a PSA analysis for a detailed fault tree type model, at appropriate 
development resolution.  

 
1.1 Resources that need/could be reduced 

 
The following resources could be reduced/optimized by using special 

modeling/analyzing techniques: 
- time for system/component modeling and processing; 
- costs of the activities; 
- time for data acquisition/assigning. 

 
1.2  Situations recommended for rapid evaluations or PSA task optimization 

 
The following cases are recommended for application of methods/techniques presented 

in this paper: 
- rapid evaluations in order to sustain negotiations; 
- first PSA for orientation; 
- review of analyses; 
- screening of accident dominant sequences; 
- rapid risk impact evaluations of changes; 
- inspections. 
The following activities offer the possibility to permit rapid PSA evaluation. 
- dividing of the complex system function, included in top event, and separately 

modeling of each sub-function (ex. – flow & cooling) 
- identification of the modules & identically/similarly development of the modules. 
The following special analyzing activities could be performed in order to facilitate the 

F/T development and processing: 
- analyze/simplify of system schematic to clear understand it; 
- interconnectivity analyzer – that analyzes the transfer between components; 
- dependency analyzer – that finds the operational links between components. 

 
1.3 Situations not yet studied by the actual method evaluations 

 
The following situation have not yet been studied: 
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 event tree modeling and processing (small event trees are recommended to be 
developed for rapid special PSA study completion);  

 comparison of the analysis results with the analysis extracted from detailed PSA 
analysis. 

 
1.4 Solutions for optimizing classical F/T development tasks  

 
The following solutions are important in reducing resources needed for F/T 

development: 
- good skills & knowledge for the analysts;  
- performant/appropriate software;  

• user friendly; 
• rapid processing. 

- powerful hardware; 
- use of computerized expert systems for: 

 collecting and processing data; 
 familiarization with the NPU design, operation; 
 operation of the plant after accident; 
 system components & effects of their failure; 
 system interfaces & exact identification of interfacing components 

(presented from small to large resolution). 
1.5 Special classification of NSSC 

 
For probabilistic analysis purposes the useful categories that were applied for the NSSC 

are: 
- unreparable NSSC; 
- reparable NSSC (having redundancy). 
The systems or the subsystems can be also classified as: 

- simple systems; 
- complex systems. 

 
2 REDUCING THE ANALYSIS RESOURCES IN THE CASE WHEN A PSA WAS 
COMPLETED OR IS UNDER DEVELOPMENT 

 
In this case the following activities could be performed in order to reduce/optimize 

analyzing resources: 
- analysis of system modules, circuits and components;  
- analysis of PSA system model MCSs in order to collapse and reduce them. 

 
2.1 Reducing the resources by using the computer 

 
The use of the following activities enable to reduce the resources: 

- truncation of the MCS number from the list, fixing an appropriate order of MCS in the 
list; 

- truncation of the MCS number from the list selecting the number of MCSs in list; 
- collapsing the F/T independent branches (substituting them by equivalent events). 

 
2.2 Rapid analysis performing by simplifying the system structure 
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The system is considered  as a simple element or a set of parallel elements, if the system 
has redundancy. This offers the advantage of a global view in the plant structure. 

Unreparable NSSC could be modeled as a simple module component with the 
probability 

mTP ⋅= λ          (1) 
The abbreviations are common PSA abbreviations (P-probability, λ -failure rate, -

mission time,  - test interval – used in all this paper). Reparable systems could be modeled 
as parallel module components with a specific operation mode success criteria. 
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2.3 Computer aided  developments of system models  
 

2.3.1 FTedit code v.2004 
 
The main applicability of this code is especially for mechanical & electrical components 

but also for circuits/systems that enable modularization and block structuring. 
FTedit v.2004 code was developed in Visual Basic 6.0 programming language and 

enables: 
- rapid development of a F/T structure based on modularized system schematic; 
- clear identification of F/T important gates; 
- development of special gates; 
- saving/uploading of same module/simple gates; 
- identification in the F/T structure of changes based on time stamping and modularized 

structuring of F/T; 
- saving/uploading of important F/T files; 
- allocation of reliability data; 
- creation of F/T environment (system schematic, structuring and deposit of report 

important information – F/T development assumptions, success criteria, schematic 
description, main component description, operation mode description etc.) 

The program is a fault trees logic structure editor and has the following facilities: 
- the fault tree could be edited using a modularized structure so: 
- a main part of the fault tree is presented/created in the structure form (figure 1). In 
this structure, the top events logic is presented using the module gates and basic events 
that could not be integrated into a F/T module; 
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 Figure 1: Main form of the FTedit code  
 

 - each module gate logic is presented in a separate window and this logic could be 
developed or, if exists, updated. 

To construct the first structure of the fault tree (main structure using modules) the 
following method is used: 

- first the main structure of the tree is constructed, using module gates. The logic of the 
fault tree could be a common logic, enlarged. This main structure logic could be 
developed by using the schematic option described in figure 2; 

 

 
 

 Figure 2. The form used by FTedit code to generate F/T main structure 
 
- next the undeveloped gates are extracted from the previous developed logic. With 

these gates a list is completed. By clicking on this list the tables on the form show that the 
gates are undeveloped. By double clicking on one gate on the list the code permits to the user 
to go to another form, the module gates form. Here can be specified the characteristics of the 
module (success criteria, if common elements exist).  

Depending of the success criteria a subtree logic structure will be generated. In this 
structure will appear new undeveloped gates with names that can be chosen by the fault tree 
analyst or can have names automatically generated; 
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The new generated gates are now presented in a column of boxes that contains each gate 
name and an option. 

 If the gate is selected, by clicking on the option box, we can see that the logic of this 
gate doesn't exist and also gate description is not completed. 

To complete the gate description the analysts have to: 
 - click on the gate specific option box; 
 - focus on the gate description box; 
 - complete the gate description text. 
To detail the gate logic structure the analyst have to: 
 - click on the gate specific option box;   
 - press <<DETAIL>> button; If the gate is not detailed an question box appear and he 

is required to choose if details  the gate or keep as is. 
 - if <<YES>> is chosen (the user decides to detail the gate), a new form will be 

displayed. 

 
 

Figure 3: F/T structure gathering by using modules structures 
 

      The code produces the necessary files – F/T logic structure (figure 3), events data file, F/T 
events/gates description – that are then processed by PSAMAN v.2004 code (INR Pitesti) [1]. 

 
2.3.2 Software facilities that are under development and testing for the FTedit code 

 
The code has in development and test a facility that permits analyst contribution 

optimization, to the fault tree development logic. This consists of a code module designed for 
intelligent development of the F/T structure (by using special inputs for F/T construction in 
which are specified all the necessary elements to construct F/T logic). 

 
2.4 Existing computer codes that facilitate solving specific PSA modeling & 

processing activities 
 
The computer code package PSAMAN v. 2004 [ref. 1], [ref. 2], [ref. 3] offers a very 

good facility that permits creation of F/T reports in using procedure and a specific structure 
that prevent the differences between reports, referring to procedure and structure to complete 
them. PSAMAN v.2004 has also help tools, common cause and human error analyzing 
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facilities that prevent mistakes and also permit interacting with the users, reducing the time 
for analyzing. 

 
3  REDUCING THE ANALYSIS RESOURCES IN THE CASE WHEN A PSA 
STUDY WAS NOT YET PERFORMED 

 
The steps to be performed in doing system analysis, for this case, are: 
- understand the system structure, components and operation; 
- modularize and simplify the system schematics. 
 

3.1 Evaluation of system’s RSR  by using special calculations 
 
The technique of NSSC analysis uses appropriate system reliability formulae. The 

problem solving consists of determining RSR for many situations: 
- a complex system - already evaluated, links between systems - considered; 
- a complex system - already evaluated, links between systems - not considered; 
- RSR for a complex system - not evaluated, links between systems - considered; 
- RSR of a complex system - not evaluated, links between systems - considered. 

The last case is described below. 
 

3.1.1 Presentation of the method 
 
Let’s reduce the complex system to a simple and irreparable element which has the 

reliability function, 
T)T(R INST ⋅= λ         (4) 

The abbreviations are common PSA abbreviations (R-reliability, λ -failure rate, -
mission time). 

mT

The system is a complex one, consisting of many systems acting in series or parallel.  
Considering that the system reliability depends of 2 serial systems with the reliabilities: 
- for the system 1, 
  m1S1S Tk)T(R ⋅⋅= λ        (5)  
- and for the system 2, 
 m2S2S Tk)T(R ⋅⋅= λ . 
Being 2 serial and independent systems, will have: 

m2Sm1SmINST TkTkT ⋅⋅+⋅⋅=⋅ λλλ      (6)  
So, considering that T is the mission time and is the same for the three systems 

INSTλ  = λ⋅1Sk  + λ⋅2Sk = ( )2S1S kk +⋅λ      (7) 
( )2S1ScINST kk +⋅= λλ   

For a system with n systems in series the formula will be: 
( Sn2S1SINST k...kk +++⋅= )λλ       (8) 

or 

∑
=

⋅=
n

1i
SiINST kλλ         (9) 

For different mission times and different λ , 
1211 SSSSINSTINST TTT ⋅+⋅=⋅ λλλ        (10) 

Lets consider an example, for a power plant that has three systems serially linked. 
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to obtain the risk or failure rate. 
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which could be written after dividing 
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Si

T
T  and writing  1Sλ  versus a established 
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INST

The margin factor from the specified value is 4.1688386. 
λ  

How we can decrease this factor?  
Failure rate is hard to be decreased, usually it increase with life, mission time can’t be 

modified, so what to do? 
The safety/risk/reliability of a complex installation depends of the design of the 

installation systems and also of the manufacture, installation, operation, testing and 
maintenance of systems itself.  

An equation was obtained previously that depends of the failure rate of the system. 
So what are the parameters that can be considered variable and what are the parameters 

that can be considered constant? 
In the above example (K≠k and has dimension of probability), if unavailability is 

required for calculation, we can write: 
332211)( SSSSSSINS TTTTP ⋅+⋅+⋅= λλλ       (17) 

INSTINSTSSSINSTINS KKKKTP ⋅=++⋅= λλ )()( 321     (18) 

321 SSSINST KKKK ++=        (19) 
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This coefficient is different of those established for evaluation of λ . 
For the example presented above the quantification of gives: INSTK

22.377.025.077.0
75.0
75.05.0

75.0
325.0

75.0
5.1

=++=⋅+⋅+⋅=INSTK  

This coefficient can be obtained from the above coefficient multiplying, for the 
installation, the mission time by 0.77. 

 
3.1.2 Advantages and disadvantages of this method 
 

This technique has the following important advantages: 
- is applicable for rapid evaluations; 
- simplify the process of modeling of the evaluation of RSR; 
- simple to understand; 
- possibility to find a better relation that could model/simulate the SSC or the process. 

Some disadvantages of the above method are: 
- can’t use it to take important decision, looking to the system plant operation; 
- the systems are dependent and the exact formulae must be used to evaluate the 
system’s equivalent relation. 
 

4 CONCLUSIONS 
 
Many PSA studies require large resources so if the activities are not optimized the 

efficiency can be low. 
The paper presents a probabilistic method that permits evaluation/modeling of NSSCs 

and intents to solve the above problems by adopting appropriate techniques. The method is 
stated for special applications and is based on specific PSA analysis steps, information, 
algorithms, criteria and relations, in correspondence with the fault tree/event tree modeling 
and similar techniques, in order to obtain appropriate results for NSSC model analysis. 
Special classification of NSSCs is stated in order to reflect aspects of use of the method. Also 
the common reliability databases are part of information necessary to complete the analysis 
process. Special data and information bases contribute to state the proposed 
method/techniques. 

The paper presents also some useful techniques to reduce/optimize resources that are 
used to develop and process a PSA model (F/T especially). 

 A computer code, that permits efficient editing of the F/T logic was developed by the 
authors. This code was already used in developing several F/T logics. 

 To analyze a system, in a rapid and simple manner, a special technique, to reduce the 
model, was developed and explained by the authors, in the last part of this paper. A simple 
example of calculation, by using this technique, is also presented. 
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